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Abstract 
Design a nonlinear controller for second order nonlinear uncertain dynamical systems is 

one of the most important challenging works. This research focuses on the design, 
implementation and analysis of a new modified proportional-integral-derivative (PID) hybrid 
fuzzy controller for highly nonlinear dynamic continuum robot manipulator, in presence of 
uncertainties. In order to provide high performance nonlinear methodology, modified PID 
controller in presence of boundary derivative part, computed torque controller (CTC) and 
fuzzy inference system are selected. Linear PID controller can be used to control of partly 
known nonlinear dynamic parameters of robot manipulator. Pure CTC is used to estimate 
highly nonlinear parameters, this controller has an important drawback; nonlinear 
equivalent dynamic formulation in uncertain dynamic parameter. In order to solve the 
uncertain nonlinear dynamic parameters, implement easily and avoid mathematical model 
base controller, Mamdani’s performance/error-based fuzzy logic methodology with one input 
and one output and 7 rules is applied to proposed methodology. The results demonstrate that 
the proposed method is a partly model-free controller which works well in certain and partly 
uncertain system. 
 

Keywords: continuum robot manipulator, modified PID controller, computed torque 
controller, fuzzy inference system 
 
1. Introduction and Background 

Robot manipulators have many applications in aerospace, manufacturing, automotive, 
medicine and other industries. Robot manipulators consist of three main parts: mechanical, 
electrical, and control. In the mechanical point of view, robot manipulators are collection of 
serial or parallel links which have connected by revolute and/or prismatic joints between base 
and end-effector frame. The robot manipulators electrical parts are used to run the controllers, 
actuators for links motion and sensors, which including the following subparts: power supply 
to supply the electrical and control parts, power amplifier to amplify the signal and driving 
the actuators, DC/stepper/servo motors or hydraulic/pneumatic cylinders to move the links, 
and transmission part to transfer data between robot manipulator subparts [1-14]. Based on 
mechanical and control methodologies research in robotic system, mechanical design, type of 
actuators and type of systems drive play important roles to have the best performance 
controller. A serial link robot is a sequence of joints and links which begins with a base frame 
and ends with an end-effector. This type of robot manipulators, comparing with the load 
capacity is more weightily because each link must be supported the weights of all next links 
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and actuators between the present link and end-effector [15-19]. Serial robot manipulators 
have been used in automotive industry, medical application, and also in research laboratories 
[20]. Continuum robots represent a class of robots that have a biologically inspired form 
characterized by flexible backbones and high degrees-of-freedom structures [1-20]. 

Controller is a device which can sense information from linear or nonlinear system (e.g., 
flexible robot) to improve the systems performance [7-20]. The main targets in design control 
systems are stability, good disturbance rejection, and small tracking error[7, 21-30]. Several 
robot are controlled by linear methodologies (e.g., Proportional-Derivative (PD) controller, 
Proportional- Integral (PI) controller or Proportional- Integral-Derivative (PID) controller), 
but when robot works with various payloads and have uncertainty in dynamic models this 
technique has limitations. In some applications continuum robot are used in an unknown and 
unstructured environment, therefore strong mathematical tools used in new control 
methodologies to design nonlinear robust controller with an acceptable performance (e.g., 
minimum error, good trajectory, disturbance rejection) [31-45]. Computed torque controller 
(CTC) is a powerful nonlinear controller which it widely used in control of continuum robot 
manipulator. It is based on feedback linearization and computes the required arm torques by 
the nonlinear feedback control law. This controller works very well when all dynamic and 
physical parameters are known but when the system has variation in dynamic parameters, the 
controller has no acceptable performance[14-28]. In practice, most of physical systems (e.g., 
continuum robot manipulators) parameters are unknown or time variant, therefore, computed 
torque like controller used to compensate dynamic equation of robot manipulator[46-57]. 
When all dynamic and physical parameters are known, computed torque controller works 
fantastically; practically a large amount of systems have uncertainties, therefore fuzzy 
inference methodology is one of the best case to solve this challenge. In recent years, artificial 
intelligence theory has been used in nonlinear controllers. Neural network, fuzzy logic and 
neuro-fuzzy are synergically combined with nonlinear classical controller and used in 
nonlinear, time variant and uncertain plant (e.g., continuum robot manipulator). Fuzzy logic 
controller (FLC) is one of the most important applications of fuzzy logic theory. This 
controller can be used to control nonlinear, uncertain, and noisy systems. This method is free 
of some model techniques as in model-based controllers. As mentioned that fuzzy logic 
application is not only limited to the modelling of nonlinear systems [31-36] but also this 
method can help engineers to design a model-free controller. 

Control robot arm manipulators using model-based controllers are based on manipulator 
dynamic model. These controllers often have many problems for modelling. Conventional 
controllers require accurate information of dynamic model of continuum robot manipulator, 
but most of time these models are MIMO, nonlinear and partly uncertain therefore calculate 
accurate dynamic model is complicated [20-32]. The main reasons to use fuzzy logic 
methodology are able to give approximate recommended solution for uncertain and also 
certain complicated systems to easy understanding and flexible. Fuzzy logic provides a 
method to design a model-free controller for nonlinear plant with a set of IF-THEN rules [28-
32]. 

This research focuses on the design P+I+D-based fuzzy hybrid controller is a dynamic 
partly model-free controller. This methodology is based on design modified PID controller 
with boundary derivative method and applied fuzzy logic in equivalent nonlinear dynamic 
part to estimate unknown parameters. This paper is organized as follows: Detail of PID 
controller, classical computed torque controller, fuzzy inference engine and dynamic 
formulation of flexible continuum robot manipulator are presented in Section 2, theory. In 
Section 3, methodology, the main subject of design fuzzy modified PID hybrid theory is 
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presented. In Section 4, the simulation result is presented and finally in Section 5, the 
conclusion is presented. 
 
2. Theory 

Dynamic Modeling of Continuum Robot: The Continuum section analytical model 
developed here consists of three modules stacked together in series. In general, the model will 
be a more precise replication of the behavior of a continuum arm with a greater of modules 
included in series. However, we will show that three modules effectively represent the 
dynamic behavior of the hardware, so more complex models are not motivated. Thus, the 
constant curvature bend exhibited by the section is incorporated inherently within the model. 
The model resulting from the application of Lagrange’s equations of motion obtained for this 
system can be represented in the form 

𝑭𝒄𝒐𝒆𝒇𝒇 𝝉 = 𝑫�𝒒� �̈� + 𝑪�𝒒� �̇� + 𝑮�𝒒�  (1) 

where 𝜏 is a vector of input forces and q is a vector of generalized co-ordinates. The force 
coefficient matrix 𝐹𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓 transforms the input forces to the generalized forces and torques in 
the system. The inertia matrix, 𝐷 is composed of four block matrices. The block matrices that 
correspond to pure linear accelerations and pure angular accelerations in the system (on the 
top left and on the bottom right) are symmetric. The matrix 𝐶 contains coefficients of the first 
order derivatives of the generalized co-ordinates. Since the system is nonlinear, many 
elements of 𝐶 contain first order derivatives of the generalized co-ordinates. The remaining 
terms in the dynamic equations resulting from gravitational potential energies and spring 
energies are collected in the matrix 𝐺. The coefficient matrices of the dynamic equations are 
given below, 

𝑭𝒄𝒐𝒆𝒇𝒇 = 
 

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

1 1 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃1) 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃1) 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃1 + 𝜃2) 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃1 + 𝜃2)
0 0 1 1 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃2) 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃2)
0 0 0 0 1 1

1 2⁄ −1 2⁄ 1 2⁄ −1 2⁄ 1 2⁄ + 𝑠2𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃2) −1 2⁄ + 𝑠2𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃2)
0 0 1 2⁄ −1 2⁄ 1 2⁄ −1 2⁄
0 0 0 0 1 2⁄ −1 2⁄ ⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

  

(2) 

𝑫�𝒒� = 

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡ 𝒎𝟏 +𝒎𝟐

+𝒎𝟑

𝒎𝟐𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝜽𝟏)
+𝒎𝟑𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝜽𝟏) 𝒎𝟑𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝜽𝟏 + 𝜽𝟐)

−𝒎𝟐𝒔𝟐𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝜽𝟏)
−𝒎𝟑𝒔𝟐𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝜽𝟏)

−𝒎𝟑𝒔𝟑𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝜽𝟏 + 𝜽𝟐)
−𝒎𝟑𝒔𝟑𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝜽𝟏 + 𝜽𝟐) 𝟎

𝒎𝟐𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝜽𝟏)
+𝒎𝟑𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝜽𝟏) 𝒎𝟐 + 𝒎𝟑 𝒎𝟑𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝜽𝟐) −𝒎𝟑𝒔𝟑𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝜽𝟐) −𝒎𝟑𝒔𝟑𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝜽𝟐) 𝟎

𝒎𝟑𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝜽𝟏 + 𝜽𝟐) 𝒎𝟑𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝜽𝟐) 𝒎𝟑 𝒎𝟑𝒔𝟑𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝜽𝟐) 𝟎 𝟎

−𝒎𝟐𝒔𝟐𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝜽𝟏)
−𝒎𝟑𝒔𝟐𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝜽𝟏)

−𝒎𝟑𝒔𝟑𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝜽𝟏 + 𝜽𝟐)
−𝒎𝟑𝒔𝟑𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝜽𝟐) 𝒎𝟑𝒔𝟐𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝜽𝟐)

𝒎𝟐𝒔𝟐𝟐 + 𝑰𝟏 + 𝑰𝟐
+𝑰𝟑 + 𝒎𝟑𝒔𝟐𝟐 + 𝒎𝟑𝒔𝟑𝟐

+𝟐𝒎𝟑𝒔𝟑𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝜽𝟐)𝒔𝟐

𝑰𝟐 + 𝒎𝟑𝒔𝟑𝟐 + 𝑰𝟑
+𝒎𝟑𝒔𝟑𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝜽𝟐)𝒔𝟐

𝑰𝟑

−𝒎𝟑𝒔𝟑𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝜽𝟏 + 𝜽𝟐) −𝒎𝟑𝒔𝟑𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝜽𝟐) 𝟎 𝑰𝟐 + 𝒎𝟑𝒔𝟑𝟐 + 𝑰𝟑
+𝒎𝟑𝒔𝟑𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝜽𝟐)𝒔𝟐𝑰

𝑰𝟐 + 𝒎𝟑𝒔𝟑𝟐 + 𝑰𝟑 𝑰𝟑

𝟎 𝟎 𝟎 𝑰𝟑 𝑰𝟑 𝑰𝟑⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 

(3) 
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𝑪�𝒒� = 

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

𝑐11 + 𝑐21
−2𝑚2𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃1)�̇�1
−2𝑚3𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃1)�̇�1

−2𝑚3𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃1 + 𝜃2)
��̇�1 + �̇�2�

−𝑚2𝑠2
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃1)��̇�1�

+(1 2⁄ )(𝑐11 + 𝑐21)
−𝑚3𝑠2

𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃1)��̇�1�
−𝑚3𝑠3

𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃1 + 𝜃2)��̇�1�

−𝑚3𝑠3𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃1 + 𝜃2) 0

0 𝑐12 + 𝑐22
−2𝑚3𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃2)
��̇�1 + �̇�2�

−𝑚3𝑠3��̇�1�
+(1 2⁄ )

(𝑐12 + 𝑐22)
−𝑚3𝑠2��̇�1�
−𝑚3𝑠3

𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃2)��̇�1�

−2𝑚3𝑠3
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃2)��̇�1�
−𝑚3𝑠3

𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃2)��̇�2�

0

0 2𝑚3𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃2)��̇�1� 𝑐13 + 𝑐23

−𝑚3𝑠3𝑠2
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃2)��̇�1�
−𝑚3𝑠3��̇�1�

−2𝑚3𝑠3��̇�1�
−𝑚3𝑠3��̇�2�

(1 2⁄ )
(𝑐13 + 𝑐23

(1 2⁄ )
(𝑐11 + 𝑐21)

2𝑚3𝑠3𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃2)��̇�1�
−2𝑚3𝑠2��̇�1�
+2𝑚2𝑠2��̇�1�

2𝑚3𝑠3�𝜃1̇ + 𝜃2̇�
−2𝑚3𝑠2𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃2)

�𝜃1̇ + 𝜃2̇�

2𝑚3𝑠3𝑠2
𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃2)��̇�2�

+(12 4⁄ )
(𝑐11 + 𝑐21)

𝑚3𝑠3𝑠2
𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃2)��̇�2�

0

0
(1 2⁄ )(𝑐12 + 𝑐22) +
2𝑚3𝑠3𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃2)��̇�1�

2𝑚3𝑠3
�𝜃1̇ + 𝜃2̇�

𝑚3𝑠3𝑠2
𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃2)��̇�1�

(12 4⁄ )
(𝑐12 + 𝑐22) 0

0 0 (1 2⁄ )(𝑐13 − 𝑐23) 0 0 (12 4⁄ )
(𝑐13 + 𝑐23

 

(4) 

 
𝑮�𝒒� = 

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

−𝑚1𝑔 −𝑚2𝑔 + 𝑘11(𝑠1 + (1 2⁄ )𝜃1 − 𝑠01) + 𝑘21(𝑠1 − (1 2⁄ )𝜃1 − 𝑠01) −𝑚3𝑔

−𝑚2𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃1) + 𝑘12(𝑠2 + (1 2⁄ )𝜃2 − 𝑠02) + 𝑘22(𝑠2 − (1 2⁄ )𝜃2 − 𝑠02) −𝑚3𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃1)

−𝑚3𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃1 + 𝜃2) + 𝑘13(𝑠3 + (1 2⁄ )𝜃3 − 𝑠03) + 𝑘23(𝑠3 − (1 2⁄ )𝜃3 − 𝑠03)

𝑚2𝑠2𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃1) + 𝑚3𝑠3𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃1 + 𝜃2) + 𝑚3𝑠2𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃1) + 𝑘11(𝑠1 + (1 2⁄ )𝜃1 − 𝑠01)(1 2⁄ )
+𝑘21(𝑠1 − (1 2⁄ )𝜃1 − 𝑠01)(−1 2⁄ )

𝑚3𝑠3𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃1 + 𝜃2) + 𝑘12(𝑠2 + (1 2⁄ )𝜃2 − 𝑠02)(1 2⁄ ) + 𝑘22(𝑠2 − (1 2⁄ )𝜃2 − 𝑠02)(−1 2⁄ )

𝑘13(𝑠3 + (1 2⁄ )𝜃3 − 𝑠03)(1 2⁄ ) + 𝑘23(𝑠3 − (1 2⁄ )𝜃3 − 𝑠03)(−1 2⁄ ) ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

  

(5) 

 
Design PID Controller: Design of a linear methodology to control of flexible robot 

manipulator was very straight forward. Since there was an output from the torque model, this 
means that there would be two inputs into the PID controller. Similarly, the outputs of the 
controller result from the two control inputs of the torque signal. In a typical PID method, the 
controller corrects the error between the desired input value and the measured value. Since 
the actual position is the measured signal. Figure 1 is shown linear PID methodology, applied 
to flexible robot manipulator [56-57]. 
 
𝒆(𝒕) = 𝜽𝒂(𝒕) − 𝜽𝒅(𝒕) (6) 
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𝑼𝑷𝑰𝑫 = 𝑲𝒑𝒂

𝒆 + 𝑲𝑽𝒂�̇�+ 𝑲𝑰�𝒆 (7) 

 
Figure 1. Block Diagram of Linear PID method 

The model-free control strategy is based on the assumption that the joints of the 
manipulators are all independent and the system can be decoupled into a group of single-axis 
control systems [18-23]. Therefore, the kinematic control method always results in a group of 
individual controllers, each for an active joint of the manipulator. With the independent joint 
assumption, no a priori knowledge of robot manipulator dynamics is needed in the kinematic 
controller design, so the complex computation of its dynamics can be avoided and the 
controller design can be greatly simplified. This is suitable for real-time control applications 
when powerful processors, which can execute complex algorithms rapidly, are not accessible. 
However, since joints coupling is neglected, control performance degrades as operating speed 
increases and a manipulator controlled in this way is only appropriate for relatively slow 
motion [44-46]. The fast motion requirement results in even higher dynamic coupling 
between the various robot joints, which cannot be compensated for by a standard robot 
controller such as PID [50], and hence model-based control becomes the alternative. 

Computed Torque Controller: The central idea of Computed torque controller (CTC) is 
feedback linearization method therefore, originally this algorithm is called feedback 
linearization controller. It has assumed that the desired motion trajectory for the 
manipulator 𝒒𝒅(𝒕), as determined, by a path planner. Defines the tracking error as [45-57]: 
 
𝒆(𝒕) = 𝒒𝒅(𝒕)− 𝒒𝒂(𝒕) (8) 

Where e(t) is error of the plant, 𝒒𝒅(𝒕) is desired input variable, that in our system is desired 
displacement, 𝒒𝒂(𝒕) is actual displacement. If an alternative linear state-space equation in the 
form �̇� = 𝑨𝒙 + 𝑩𝑼 can be defined as 
 
�̇� = �𝟎 𝑰

𝟎 𝟎� 𝒙 + �𝟎𝑰�𝑼 (9) 

With 𝑼 = −𝑫−𝟏(𝒒).𝑵(𝒒, �̇�) + 𝑫−𝟏(𝒒). 𝝉 and this is known as the Brunousky canonical 
form. By equation (8) and (9) the Brunousky canonical form can be written in terms of the 
state 𝒙 = [𝒆𝑻 �̇�𝑻]𝑻 as [11-34]: 
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𝒅
𝒅𝒕 �

𝒆
�̇�� = �𝟎 𝑰

𝟎 𝟎� . �𝒆�̇�� + �𝟎𝑰�𝑼 (10) 

                       
With  
 

 𝑼 = �̈�𝒅 + 𝑫−𝟏(𝒒). {𝑵(𝒒. �̇�) − 𝝉} (11) 

Then compute the required arm torques using inverse of equation (11), is;  
 
𝝉 = 𝑫(𝒒)(𝒒�̈� − 𝑼) + 𝑵(�̇�,𝒒) (12) 

This is a nonlinear feedback control law that guarantees tracking of desired trajectory. 
Selecting proportional-plus-derivative (PD) feedback for U(t) results in the PD-computed 
torque controller [8-10]; 
 
𝝉 = 𝑫(𝒒)��̈�𝒅 + 𝑲𝒗�̇� + 𝑲𝒑𝒆�+ 𝑵(𝒒, �̇�) (13) 

and the resulting linear error dynamics are 
 
��̈�𝒅 + 𝑲𝒗�̇�+ 𝑲𝒑𝒆� = 𝟎 (14) 

According to the linear system theory, convergence of the tracking error to zero is 
guaranteed [6-26]. Where 𝑲𝒑 and 𝑲𝒗 are the controller gains. The result schemes is shown in 
Figure 2, in which two feedback loops, namely, inner loop and outer loop, which an inner 
loop is a compensate loop and an outer loop is a tracking error loop.  
 

 
Figure 2. Block Diagram of PD-computed Torque Controller (PD-CTC) 

Fuzzy Inference Engine: This section provides a review about foundation of fuzzy logic 
based on [32- 53]. Supposed that 𝑈 is the universe of discourse and 𝑥 is the element of 𝑈, 
therefore, a crisp set can be defined as a set which consists of different elements (𝑥) will all 
or no membership in a set. A fuzzy set is a set that each element has a membership grade, 
therefore it can be written by the following definition; 
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𝑨 = {𝒙,𝝁𝑨(𝒙)|𝒙 ∈ 𝑿};𝑨 ∈ 𝑼  (15) 

Where an element of universe of discourse is 𝑥, 𝜇𝐴 is the membership function (MF) of 
fuzzy set. The membership function (𝜇𝐴(𝑥)) of fuzzy set 𝐴 must have a value between zero 
and one. If the membership function 𝜇𝐴(𝑥) value equal to zero or one, this set change to a 
crisp set but if it has a value between zero and one, it is a fuzzy set. Defining membership 
function for fuzzy sets has divided into two main groups; namely; numerical and functional 
method, which in numerical method each number has different degrees of membership 
function and functional method used standard functions in fuzzy sets. The membership 
function which is often used in practical applications includes triangular form, trapezoidal 
form, bell-shaped form, and Gaussian form.  

Linguistic variable can open a wide area to use of fuzzy logic theory in many applications 
(e.g., control and system identification). In a natural artificial language all numbers replaced 
by words or sentences.  
 
𝐼𝑓 − 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 Rule statements are used to formulate the condition statements in fuzzy logic. A 

single fuzzy 𝐼𝑓 − 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 rule can be written by 
 
𝑰𝒇 𝒙 𝒊𝒔 𝑨 𝑻𝒉𝒆𝒏 𝒚 𝒊𝒔 𝑩   (16) 

where 𝐴 and 𝐵 are the Linguistic values that can be defined by fuzzy set, the  𝐼𝑓 −  𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 of 
the part of “𝑥 𝑖𝑠 𝐴” is called the antecedent part and the 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 − 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 of the part of “𝑦 𝑖𝑠 𝐵” 
is called the Consequent or Conclusion part. The antecedent of a fuzzy if-then rule can have 
multiple parts, which the following rules shows the multiple antecedent rules: 
 
𝒊𝒇 𝒆 𝒊𝒔 𝑵𝑩 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝒆 ̇ 𝒊𝒔 𝑴𝑳 𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒏 𝑻 𝒊𝒔 𝑳𝑳   (17) 

where 𝑒 is error, �̇� is change of error, 𝑁𝐵 is Negative Big, 𝑀𝐿 is Medium Left, 𝑇 is torque 
and 𝐿𝐿 is Large Left. 𝐼𝑓 − 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 rules have three parts, namely, fuzzify inputs, apply fuzzy 
operator and apply implication method which in fuzzify inputs the fuzzy statements in the 
antecedent replaced by the degree of membership, apply fuzzy operator used when the 
antecedent has multiple parts and replaced by single number between 0 to 1, this part is a 
degree of support for the fuzzy rule, and apply implication method used in consequent of 
fuzzy rule to replaced by the degree of membership. The fuzzy inference engine offers a 
mechanism for transferring the rule base in fuzzy set which it is divided into two most 
important methods, namely, Mamdani method and Sugeno method. Mamdani method is one 
of the common fuzzy inference systems and he designed one of the first fuzzy controllers to 
control of system engine. Mamdani’s fuzzy inference system is divided into four major steps: 
fuzzification, rule evaluation, aggregation of the rule outputs and defuzzification.  Michio 
Sugeno use a singleton as a membership function of the rule consequent part. The following 
definition shows the Mamdani and Sugeno fuzzy rule base 

 
𝑴𝒂𝒎𝒅𝒂𝒏𝒊     𝑭.𝑹𝟏: 𝒊𝒇         𝒙 𝒊𝒔 𝑨  𝒂𝒏𝒅  𝒚 𝒊𝒔 𝑩      𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒏           𝒛 𝒊𝒔 𝑪                                  
𝑺𝒖𝒈𝒆𝒏𝒐        𝑭.𝑹𝟏: 𝒊𝒇         𝒙 𝒊𝒔 𝑨   𝒂𝒏𝒅   𝒚 𝒊𝒔 𝑩      𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒏           𝒇(𝒙,𝒚)𝒊𝒔 𝑪                                  

(18) 

 
When 𝑥 and 𝑦 have crisp values fuzzification calculates the membership degrees for 

antecedent part. Rule evaluation focuses on fuzzy operation (𝐴𝑁𝐷/𝑂𝑅 ) in the antecedent of 
the fuzzy rules. The aggregation is used to calculate the output fuzzy set and several 
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methodologies can be used in fuzzy logic controller aggregation, namely, Max-Min 
aggregation, Sum-Min aggregation, Max-bounded product, Max-drastic product, Max-
bounded sum, Max-algebraic sum and Min-max. Two most common methods that used in 
fuzzy logic controllers are Max-min aggregation and Sum-min aggregation. Max-min 
aggregation defined as below 
 
𝝁𝑼(𝒙𝒌,𝒚𝒌,𝑼) = 𝝁⋃ 𝑭𝑹𝒊𝒓

𝒊=𝟏
(𝒙𝒌,𝒚𝒌,𝑼) = 𝐦𝐚𝐱 �𝐦𝐢𝐧𝒊=𝟏𝒓 �𝝁𝑹𝒑𝒒(𝒙𝒌,𝒚𝒌),𝝁𝒑𝒎(𝑼)�� (19) 

 
The Sum-min aggregation defined as below 

 
𝝁𝑼(𝒙𝒌,𝒚𝒌,𝑼) = 𝝁⋃ 𝑭𝑹𝒊𝒓

𝒊=𝟏
(𝒙𝒌,𝒚𝒌,𝑼) = �𝐦𝐢𝐧𝒊=𝟏𝒓 �𝝁𝑹𝒑𝒒(𝒙𝒌,𝒚𝒌),𝝁𝒑𝒎(𝑼)� (20) 

 
where 𝑟 is the number of fuzzy rules activated by 𝑥𝑘 and 𝑦𝑘 and also 𝜇⋃ 𝐹𝑅𝑖𝑟

𝑖=1
(𝑥𝑘 ,𝑦𝑘 ,𝑈) is 

a fuzzy interpretation of 𝑖 − 𝑡ℎ rule. Defuzzification is the last step in the fuzzy inference 
system which it is used to transform fuzzy set to crisp set. Consequently defuzzification’s 
input is the aggregate output and the defuzzification’s output is a crisp number. Centre of 
gravity method (𝐶𝑂𝐺) and Centre of area method (𝐶𝑂𝐴) are two most common 
defuzzification methods, which 𝐶𝑂𝐺 method used the following equation to calculate the 
defuzzification 
 

𝑪𝑶𝑮(𝒙𝒌,𝒚𝒌) =
∑ 𝑼𝒊 ∑ .𝝁𝒖(𝒙𝒌,𝒚𝒌,𝑼𝒊)𝒓

𝒋=𝟏𝒊

∑ ∑ .𝝁𝒖(𝒙𝒌,𝒚𝒌,𝑼𝒊)𝒓
𝒋=𝟏𝒊

 
(21) 

 
and 𝐶𝑂𝐴 method used the following equation to calculate the defuzzification 
 

𝑪𝑶𝑨(𝒙𝒌,𝒚𝒌) =
∑ 𝑼𝒊.𝝁𝒖(𝒙𝒌,𝒚𝒌,𝑼𝒊)𝒊
∑ 𝝁𝑼. (𝒙𝒌,𝒚𝒌,𝑼𝒊)𝒊

 
(22) 

 
Where 𝐶𝑂𝐺(𝑥𝑘 ,𝑦𝑘) and 𝐶𝑂𝐴(𝑥𝑘 ,𝑦𝑘) illustrates the crisp value of defuzzification output, 

𝑈𝑖 ∈ 𝑈 is discrete element of an output of the fuzzy set, 𝜇𝑈. (𝑥𝑘 ,𝑦𝑘 ,𝑈𝑖) is the fuzzy set 
membership function, and 𝑟 is the number of fuzzy rules. 

Based on foundation of fuzzy logic methodology; fuzzy logic controller has played 
important rule to design nonlinear controller for nonlinear and uncertain systems [53-57]. 
However the application area for fuzzy control is really wide, the basic form for all command 
types of controllers consists of; 

• Input fuzzification (binary-to-fuzzy[B/F]conversion)  
• Fuzzy rule base (knowledge base) 
• Inference engine 
• Output defuzzification (fuzzy-to-binary[F/B]conversion). 

 
3. Methodology  

In a typical PID method, the controller corrects the error between the desired input value 
and the measured value. Since the actual position is the measured signal. The derivative part 
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of PID methodology is worked based on change of error and the derivative coefficient. In this 
research the modified PID is used based on boundary derivative part.  
 

�̇�(𝒕) ≜ (
𝑺

𝟎.𝟏 𝑺 + 𝟏
) × 𝒆(𝒕) 

 

(23) 
 

𝑼𝑷𝑰𝑫 = 𝑲𝒑𝒂
𝒆 + 𝑲𝑽𝒂�̇�+ 𝑲𝑰�𝒆 (24) 

 
This is suitable for real-time control applications when powerful processors, which can 

execute complex algorithms rapidly, are not accessible. The result of modified PID method 
shows the power of disturbance rejection in this methodology. 

Computed torque controller is divided into two main parts: linear part and equivalent part. 
Equivalent part is based on robot manipulator’s dynamic formulation which these 
formulations are nonlinear; MIMO and some of them are unknown. Equivalent part of CTC is 
based on nonlinear dynamic formulations of continuum robot manipulator. Robot 
manipulator’s dynamic formulations are highly nonlinear and some of parameters are 
unknown therefore design a controller based on dynamic formulation is complicated. To 
solve this challenge fuzzy logic methodology is parallel applied to CTC. In proposed method 
fuzzy logic method is applied to equivalent part to estimate nonlinear dynamic formulation of 
continuum robot. In fuzzy error-based computed torque controller; error based Mamdani’s 
fuzzy inference system has considered with one input, one output and totally 7 rules to 
estimate the dynamic equivalent part.  Based on above discussion, the control law for multi 
degrees of freedom continuum robot manipulator is written as: 
 
𝝉 = 𝝉𝑴𝑷𝑰𝑫 + 𝝉𝑪𝑻𝑪 + 𝝉𝒇𝒖𝒛𝒛𝒚  (25) 

Where, the model-based component 𝝉𝑪𝑻𝑪 is the nominal dynamics of systems and to 
position control of continuum robot manipulator  𝝉𝑪𝑻𝑪 can be calculate as follows: 
 
𝝉𝑪𝑻𝑪 = 𝑫(𝒒)��̈�𝒅 + 𝑲𝒗�̇� + 𝑲𝒑𝒆�+ [(𝒇 + 𝑪 + 𝑮)]  (26) 

and 𝝉𝑴𝑷𝑰𝑫 is computed as; 
 

𝝉𝑴𝑷𝑰𝑫 = 𝑲𝒑𝒂
𝒆 + 𝑲𝑽𝒂 �

𝑺
𝟎.𝟏 𝑺 + 𝟏

� 𝒆(𝒕) + 𝑲𝑰�𝒆 (27) 

 
Based on fuzzy logic methodology 

 
𝒇(𝒙) = 𝝉𝒇𝒖𝒛𝒛𝒚 = ∑ 𝜽𝑻𝑴

𝒍=𝟏 𝜻(𝒙)        (28) 

 
where 𝜽𝑻 is adjustable parameter (gain updating factor) and 𝜻(𝒙) is defined by; 
 
𝜻(𝒙) = ∑ 𝝁(𝒙𝒊)𝒙𝒊𝒊

∑ 𝝁(𝒙𝒊)𝒊
       (29) 

 
The design of error-based fuzzy estimator of equivalent part based on Mamdani’s fuzzy 

inference method has four steps, namely, fuzzification, fuzzy rule base and rule evaluation, 
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aggregation of the rule output (fuzzy inference system) and defuzzification.  Fuzzification:  
the first step in fuzzification is determine inputs and outputs which, it has one input (𝜏𝑀𝑃𝐼𝐷) 
and one output (𝜏𝑓𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑦). The second step is chosen an appropriate membership function for 
input and output which, to simplicity in implementation triangular membership function is 
selected in this research. The third step chooses the correct labels for each fuzzy set which, in 
this research namely as linguistic variable. Based on experience knowledge the  linguistic 
variables for input 𝜏𝑀𝑃𝐼𝐷 are; Negative Big (NB), Negative Medium (NM), Negative Small 
(NS), Zero (Z), Positive Small (PS), Positive Medium (PM), Positive Big (PB), and based on 
experience knowledge it is quantized into thirteen levels represented by: -1, -0.83, -0.66, -0.5, 
-0.33, -0.16, 0, 0.16, 0.33, 0.5, 0.66, 0.83, 1 and the linguistic variables to find the output are; 
Large Left (LL), Medium Left (ML), Small Left (SL), Zero (Z), Small Right (SR), Medium 
Right (MR), Large Right (LR) and it is quantized in to thirteen levels represented by: -85, -
70.8, -56.7, -42.5, -28.3, -14.2, 0, 14.2, 28.3, 42.5, 56.7, 70.8, 85. Fuzzy rule base and rule 
evaluation:  the first step in rule base and evaluation is to provide a least structured method to 
derive the fuzzy rule base which, expert experience and control engineering knowledge is 
used because this method is the least structure of the other one and the researcher derivation 
the fuzzy rule base from the knowledge of system operate and/or the classical controller. 
Design the rule base of fuzzy inference system can play important role to design the best 
performance of fuzzy proposed controller, that to calculate the fuzzy rule base the researcher 
is used to heuristic method which, it is based on the behavior of the control of robot 
manipulator.  

The complete rule base for this controller is shown in Table 1. Aggregation of the rule 
output (Fuzzy inference): Max-Min aggregation is used in this work. Defuzzification: The 
last step to design fuzzy inference in proposed controller is defuzzification. This part is used 
to transform fuzzy set to crisp set, therefore the input for defuzzification is the aggregate 
output and the output of it is a crisp number. Center of Gravity method (𝐶𝑂𝐺) is used in this 
research. Gradient Descent Optimization (GDO) is one of the evolutionary optimization 
algorithms in the branch of non intelligence. Compared to the other evolutionary algorithms, 
the main excellences of this algorithm are: Simple concept, easy to implement, robustness in 
tuning parameters, minimum storage space and both global and local exploration capabilities. 
These birds in a flock are symbolically described as particles. These particles are supposed to 
a swarm “flying” through the problem space. Each particle has a position and a velocity. Any 
particle’s position in the problem space has one solution for the problem. When a particle 
transfers from one place to another, a different problem solution is generated. Cost function 
evaluated the solution in order to provide the fitness value of a particle. “Best location” of 
each particle which has experienced up to now, is recorded in their memory, in order to 
determine the best fitness value. Particles of a gradient descent transmit the best location with 
each other to adapt their own location according to this best location to find the global 
minimum point. For every generation, the new location is computed by adding the particle’s 
current velocity to its location. GDO is initialized with a random population of solutions in N-
dimensional problem space, the i th particle changes and updates its position and velocity 
according to the following formula: 
 
𝑽𝒊𝒅 = 𝒘 × (𝑽𝒊𝒅 +  𝑪𝟏 × 𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒅𝟏 ∗ ( 𝑷𝒊𝒅 −  𝑿𝒊𝒅) +  𝑪𝟐 ×  𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒅𝟐 ×  (𝑷𝒈𝒅 −  𝑿𝒊𝒅))  (30) 

Where 𝑿𝒊𝒅 is calculated by 
 
𝑿𝒊𝒅= 𝑿𝒊𝒅+ 𝑽𝒊𝒅 (31) 
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Where 𝑽𝒊𝒅 is the inertia weight implies the speed of the particle moving along the 
dimensions in a problem space. 𝑪𝟏 and 𝑪𝟐 are acceleration parameters, called the cognitive 
and social parameters; 𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒅𝟏 and 𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒅𝟐 are functions that create random values in the 
range of (0, 1). 𝑿𝒊𝒅  is the particle’s current location;  𝑷𝒊𝒅 (personal best) is the location of the 
particle experienced its personal best fitness value; 𝑷𝒈𝒅 (global best) is the location of the 
particle experienced the highest best fitness value in entire population; d is the number of 
dimensions of the problem space; W is the momentum part of the particle or constriction 
coefficient and it is calculated based on the following equation; 
 
𝑾 = 𝟐/ (𝟐 −  𝝋 −�𝝋𝟐 − 𝟒𝝋) (32) 

𝝋=𝑪𝟏+𝑪𝟐      ,     𝝋 > 4 (33) 

Table 1. Design Rule Base of Fuzzy Inference System 

𝝉𝑴𝑷𝑰𝑫 NB NM NS Z PS PM PB 
𝝉𝑭𝒖𝒛𝒛𝒚 LL ML SL Z SR MR LR 

 
Equation 10 needs each particle to record its location 𝑿𝒊𝒅, its velocity 𝑽𝒊𝒅, its personal best 

fitness value P id, and the whole population’s best fitness value 𝑷𝒈𝒅. 
On the basis of following equation the best fitness value Xi is updated at each generation, 

where the sign 𝒇 (. ) represents the cost function; 𝑿𝒊 (. ) indicated the best fitness values; and t 
denotes the generation step. 
 

𝑿𝒊(𝒕 + 𝟏) = �
𝑿𝒊(𝒕)                     𝒇�𝑷𝒅(𝒕 + 𝟏)� ≤  𝑿𝒊(𝒕)

𝒇�𝑷𝒅(𝒕 + 𝟏)�          𝒇�𝑷𝒅(𝒕 + 𝟏)� >  𝑿𝒊(𝒕)      
  

(34) 

 
In GDO, the knowledge of each particle will not be substituted until the particle meets a 

new position vector with a higher competence value than the currently recorded value in its 
memory. External disturbances influence on tracking trajectory, error rate and torque which 
result in chattering. But the values are not such a great values and these oscillations are in all 
physical systems. So, the sliding mode controller can reject perturbations and external 
disturbances if these parameters adjust properly.  So the methodology which is applied in this 
paper in order to select the best values for these deterministic coefficients to accomplish high 
performance control is the Gradient Descent Optimization algorithm. This algorithm tunes the 
gains and determines the appropriate values for these parameters in harmony with the system 
which was introduced in rear part. Figure 3 shows the block diagram of proposed 
methodology. 
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Figure 3. Block Diagram of Proposed Methodology 

4. Result and Discussion 
Modified PID and proposed method were tested to desired response trajectory. In this 

research the first, second, and third joints are moved from home to final position without and 
with external disturbance. The simulation was implemented in MATLAB/SIMULINK 
environments. It is noted that, these systems are tested by band limited white noise with a 
predefined 25% of relative to the input signal amplitude which the sample time is equal to 
0.1. This type of noise is used to external disturbance in continuous and hybrid systems. 
 

Trajectory Following: Figure 4 shows the tracking performance in MPID and proposed 
method without disturbance.  
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Fig 4:   Modified PID and proposed method for First, second and third link trajectory 

without any disturbance 
 
By comparing step response, Figure 4, in MPID and proposed method, both of controllers 
have the same responses.  

 
Disturbance rejection: Figure 5 is indicated the power disturbance removal in MPID and 
proposed method. A band limited white noise with predefined of 25% the power of input 
signal is applied to both controllers; it found slight oscillations in MPID trajectory responses.  
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Figure 5. Step Pure SMC and PSO SMC for First, Second and Third Link 

Trajectory with External Disturbance 

Among above graph, relating to step trajectory following with external disturbance, MPID 
has slightly fluctuation.  
 
5. Conclusion 

Refer to this paper, a modified PID parallel fuzzy computed torque controller design and 
application to flexible robot manipulator has proposed in order to design high performance 
nonlinear controller in the presence of uncertainties and external disturbance. Regarding to 
the positive points in computed torque controller, modified PID, fuzzy logic methodology and 
GDO optimization method the output has improved. Linear modified PID controller can be 
used to control of partly known nonlinear dynamic parameters of robot manipulator. Pure 
CTC is used to estimate highly nonlinear parameters, this controller has an important 
drawback; nonlinear equivalent dynamic formulation in uncertain dynamic parameter. In 
order to solve the uncertain nonlinear dynamic parameters, implement easily and avoid 
mathematical model base controller, Mamdani’s performance/error-based fuzzy logic 
methodology with one input and one output and 7 rules is applied to proposed methodology. 
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The results demonstrate that the proposed method is a partly model-free controller which 
works well in certain and partly uncertain system. 
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